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ABSTRACT

A gliding technique, known as dynamic soar-
ing (DS), replicates the flight pattern of albatross
bird to enable energy-neutral, repeatable flight
trajectories. This study investigated the poten-
tial for the flight manoeuvers of the albatross to
act as a basis for UAV battery power regeneration
by means of a windmilling propeller mounted on
the aircraft. In order to give an indication of the
type of atmospheric and environmental condi-
tions necessary to perform regenerative dynamic
soaring (RDS), trajectories were optimized for a
small UAV. The optimal flight paths for varying
amounts of energy regeneration and periodicity
are presented and compared to a base, energy-
neutral DS case. The findings suggest that by
slightly altering the DS flight pattern, RDS is
possible for both open- and closed-loop trajec-
tories with significant battery recharge levels be-
ing reached for the UAV modelled under certain
conditions.

1 INTRODUCTION

While unmanned flight vehicle technology continues to
rapidly expand, new methods for extending their range and
endurance are sought out. One solution was found by observ-
ing the way that wandering albatrosses (Diomedea Exulans)
soar over the ocean seemingly effortlessly over distances ex-
ceeding 900km per day [1]. The technique the albatrosses use
is known as dynamic soaring (DS). DS uses the vertical wind
gradient, such as develops over the ocean in the case of the
albatross, to enable energy neutral flight cycles comprised of
four flight phases; a climb into the wind (1), a turn from wind-
ward to leeward flight direction (2), a descent with the wind
(3), and a turn into the wind from leeward flight direction to
windward (4) [2] (see Figure 1). By modelling the wind gra-
dient as a logarithmic profile, Sachs was able to accurately
simulate the flight pattern of the albatross, optimising the tra-
jectory for minimum wind strength required [3]. Researchers
then applied DS control algorithms to drone flight. As an ex-
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ample, Diettert et al. simulated a small UAV flying DS trajec-
tories while minimising the wind strength required, optimis-
ing for both open-loop and closed-loop flight paths [4]. Fur-
ther, Langelaan discusses the potential for increasing small
UAV range and endurance by extracting significant amounts
of energy from the atmosphere via performing DS, in com-
bination with other soaring techniques, by implementing a
control algorithm which monitors atmospheric conditions in
real-time [5].

Figure 1 gives an example simulation of the wandering
albatross performing DS over a flat ocean. The four flight
phases are numbered and colour coordinated, and the trajec-
tory’s two-dimensional (2D) projections are depicted on each
plane. The orange arrow defines the direction of the wind
profile.

Separately, a method for an aircraft to extract the power
available in the wind and convert it into usable energy has
been discussed in literature. Glauert was the first to examine
the potential for placing a windmill on an aircraft [6]. Mac-
Cready then reintroduced a similar idea applied to a sailplane
[7]. More recently, Barnes conducted a detailed analysis on
the functioning of a dual-mode windmilling propeller capable
of both generating thrust and extracting wind energy using
regenerative braking technologies already employed on cars
[8, 9]. The extracted energy was designed to then be stored on
an onboard battery via a motor-generator. Bonnin et al. were
the first researchers to optimise a flight trajectory for regen-
erative dynamic soaring (RDS), doing so on the leeward side
of a hill where strong wind gradients are known to form [10].
Bonnin introduced a regenerative drag force (Dgen) to sim-
ulate the additional drag imparted on the aircraft when per-
forming RDS, and optimised a closed-loop trajectory for the
least wind strength required while fixing an average battery
recharge rate (Pnet).

This study aims to further the academic research on RDS
by establishing the conditions required for RDS over a flat
topography. Specifically, the effects of varying Pnet on the
wind strength required will be investigated with the hope of
developing a greater understanding of how this effects the re-
sulting trajectory and flight variables.
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Figure 1: Albatross open-loop dynamic soaring trajectory
simulation.

2 METHODOLOGY

2.1 Aircraft Model
The aircraft chosen for this study was the DT-18, a small

UAV developed by Delair in Toulouse, France. The DT-18
was selected due to its slender body and relatively high as-
pect ratio (13.1), giving it a construction similar to the general
structure of a wandering albatross which is known to have the
highest aspect ratio of any living bird (16.8). Furthermore, the
DS performance of the DT-18 was thoroughly investigated in
Bonnin’s doctoral dissertation [11], and used for the RDS op-
timisation on the leeward side of a hill completed by Bonnin
et al. [10].

The aircraft has been represented as a point-mass so as
to reduce the complexity of the model and permit a higher
degree of abstraction for any conclusions. This point repre-
sents the centre of gravity whereby all forces are assumed to
act upon it, and bank angle (φ) is the only rotation permitted
about it.

2.2 Wind Model
Various models have been used to approximate the ver-

tical wind gradient (or wind shear) that develops within the
boundary layer over a flat surface, however, Sachs [2], Barnes
[9, 8], and Bonnin [11] chose to implement a logarithmic pro-
file for their DS simulations. This decision was based on the
flight altitude of the albatross, and on the wind strengths re-
quired for DS. One major flaw of this wind profile approxi-
mation is its neglect of turbulence-related unsteadiness which
would undoubtedly have an effect on the flight dynamics of an
aircraft flying within it, however, for the purpose of this study
it has been deemed acceptable. Equation 1 gives relationship
between the wind strength (Vw) along the logarithmic profile
and altitude (z).

Vw = Uref ·
ln (z/z0)

ln (zr/z0)
(1)

Equation 1 also details the reliance on a reference wind
height (zr) and reference wind speed (Uref ) in developing
the wind profile. A reference wind height of 10m was used

throughout this study, the same as used by Sachs for his DS
study [2]. Furthermore, Equation 1 portrays the effect of sur-
face roughness length (z0) on the wind profile. A value of
20cm, representing a flat suburban topography, was fixed for
this study in order to focus on the effects of Pnet on the wind
profile and RDS flight variables. The effects of obstacles on
the wind profile and trajectories have been assumed negligi-
ble. A separate study by Long et al., investigating the ef-
fects of surface roughness on RDS flight trajectories, has been
**submitted** for publication [12].

2.3 Kinetics, Kinematics, and Thermodynamics
DS has been analysed via both the inertial frame of ref-

erence and wind-based frame of reference [13], however, the
inertial frame of reference has been selected for the following
RDS optimisation as it seems more intuitive to comment on
the results based on their ground-relative performance. Based
on the inertial reference frame assumption, Sachs et al. argue
that the fundamental energy gain experienced during DS is
during the turn from upwind to downwind [3].

The coordinate system used for the trajectory mapping is
such that the x-axis aligns with north, y-axis with east, and
negative z-axis with positive altitude. The relationship be-
tween the airspeed vector (Va) and ground speed vector (Vi),
and their associated heading angles (ψ), flight path angles
(γ)1, and φ, with respect to the coordinate system are out-
lined in Bonnin’s thesis [11]. Equation 2 then highlights how
Vi, Va and Vw are related.

Va =
√
V 2
i − 2ViVw cosψi cos γi + V 2

w (2)

The system state variables, which define the dynamic
state of the aircraft and describe its evolution along a flight
trajectory, are Vi, φi, γi, x, y, and z. The control variables,
which govern the state variables and are considered manipu-
lable by the aircraft control system or pilot, are the lift coef-
ficient (CL), φ, and the regenerative drag force (Dgen) acting
on the windmilling propeller.

Figure 2 portrays how Dgen is added to the forces acting
upon the DT-18 (actual representation of a DT-18 side-view).

Equations 3 to 6 define the force equations for the air-
craft system, where the additional drag force (Dgen) is of
particular interest. It should be noted that Dgen then has a
subsequent effect on the equations of motion and, thus, the
evolution of the aircraft’s trajectory. The formulation of the
equations of motion is identical to those used by Bonnin [11].

~Fext = Fx~x+ Fy~y + Fz~z (3)

Fx = −L(sinφ sinψa + cosφ cosψa sin γa)

− (D +Dgen)(cos γa cosψa) (4)

Fy = L(sinφ cosψa − cosφ sinψa sin γa)

− (D +Dgen)(cos γa sinψa) (5)

1Subscript a is used to represent air-based variables, and subscript i is
used to represent ground-based / inertial variables.
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Figure 2: Forces acting on DT-18 UAV developed by Delair
(reproduced from Long et al.[12]).

Fz = −L cosφ cos γa + (D +Dgen)(sin γa) +mg (6)

RDS requires a series of power conversions in order
for the aerodynamic power (Paero) imparted onto the wind-
milling propeller, defined in Equation 7, to recharge the on-
board battery, in Equation 8. This causes efficiency losses to
occur and, as such, a fixed efficiency (ηregen) of 0.6 is ap-
plied to Paero to represent the losses across the entire power
chain before entering the battery. This efficiency was based
on mimicking the efficiency used in the RDS study by Bonnin
et al. [10].

Paero = − ~Dgen · ~Va (7)

Pgen = Ėbat = ( ~Dgen · ~Va) ηregen (8)

Pnet =
∆Ebat
tcycle

(9)

The net power income (Pnet), given in Equation 9, repre-
sents the average battery recharge rate experienced during one
RDS flight cycle. Pnet is used as a benchmark for the amount
of power available for harvesting along a defined RDS trajec-
tory.

2.4 Optimisation Setup
The trajectories presented in this study have been opti-

mised by using the Sparse Nonlinear OPTimizer (SNOPT)
solver available on the NEOS server. SNOPT takes first-order
derivatives as input defined by a specific structure. A Math-
ematical Programming Language (AMPL) was, thus, used to
convert the equations of motion, variable constraints, and ob-
jective function into the format required by SNOPT. A MAT-
LAB script coupled to the SNOPT-AMPL package was used
as the interface for the data input and output. SNOPT con-
verges on a local optimum solution and, therefore, a large
range of input parameters was required to validate the results.
The entire setup was replicated from Bonnin’s DS trajectory
optimisation research [11], and a list of exact constraints for
the optimisation can be found within his dissertation. In sum-
mary, a series of bounds are placed on the aircraft system

which are set to ensure that the resulting trajectories were
realistic and physically feasible. Periodicity is also applied
as a final condition whereby the variable (z, γ, ψ, φ, CL,
Vi, and Dgen) final conditions must equate their initial condi-
tions. For the closed-loop optimisations, x and y periodicity
was also constrained.

The solver is given an objective function which defines
a variable or parameter to either maximise or minimise by
manipulating the state and control variables while complying
with the constraints and adhering to the equations of motion.
As DS is highly dependent on the wind gradient present, the
objective function was set to minimising the reference wind
speed at a reference height of 10m for this study. Identify-
ing the wind strengths required for RDS while varying Pnet
values will help to expand knowledge on the environmental
conditions necessary for RDS to be achieved. Furthermore,
minimising Uref at 10m matches Sachs’ optimisation setup
[2], and was validated by Bonnin [11] with his setup by using
an albatross as the vehicle model and comparing his results to
those of Sachs. Differences in results were found to be minor,
with a maximum 2% variation found for the variables and pa-
rameters tested (Uref , tcycle, ∆xmax, ∆ymax, and ∆zmax).

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Figure 3: RDS reference wind speed vs. net power income
(adapted from Long et al. [12]).

A range of Pnet values were tested with a fixed surface
roughness length of 20cm to establish the conditions needed
to generate more power during flight.

Figure 3 shows the trends for the Uref required for an en-
forced Pnet for both open- and closed-loops. The open-loop
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trajectory for a surface roughness of 20cm is represented by
the blue line, requiring the lowest wind strength to permit
RDS. The Uref needed was found to increase linearly as Pnet
was increased. The linear relation existed for a closed-loop
trajectory over a rougher surface (z0 = 30cm, depicted in or-
ange), however, at a surface roughness of 20cm (in purple)
the linear trend became distorted at a Pnet of approximately
18W , though the aircraft was still able to regenerate the full
range of Pnet values tested. Reducing the surface rough-
ness further to 10cm saw a complete breakdown of the linear
trend, and an inability of the aircraft to fly closed-loop trajec-
tories beyond a Pnet value of approximately 13W . The open-
loop RDS trajectory trends were shown to be completely lin-
ear down to a surface roughness of 3cm [12]. Hereafter, the
results from three rates of Pnet, 10.8W , 21.6W , and 32.4W ,
are presented alongside the pure DS case for z0 = 20cm.

3.1 Open-Loop Regenerative Dynamic Soaring
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Figure 4: Open-loop 2D trajectories for: a) west-east dis-
placement, and b) north-south displacement.

The west to east displacement (Figure 4a) for the vary-
ing Pnet values, while not following exactly the same paths,
were very similar. The DS case, however, significantly var-
ied from the others. The differences between the RDS cases
is likely be attributed to SNOPT finding local optimum solu-
tions, not caused by any physical phenomenon. Each trajec-
tory reached an altitude of approximately 40m and displaced
approximately 120m east. The DS case, however, flew to a
lower altitude, climbing sooner, and not displacing as far east.
This could be explained by the fact that the DS constraints
were such that it did not require energy regeneration, only to
continue flying, so did not have to climb to reach higher wind
strengths.

The comparison of north to south movement shows a fur-
ther displacement south for higher Pnet values, and an in-
crease in altitude upon decent.
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Figure 5: Time versus: a) ground speed. b) airspeed.

Taking the results from Figures 4, and 5a and b together,
the further displacement south during descent gave a higher
inertial speed, which resulted in a higher airspeed, allowing
for the additional power generation (seen in Equation 7).

Figure 6a describes the evolution of Dgen during flight.
As Pnet is increased, Dgen shifts from being applied only
during the descent (as with the Pnet = 10.8W case) to also
being applied during the upper turn from windward direction
to leeward direction. As Pnet is increased the amount of force
applied during the upper turn is increased, even surpassing the
amount applied during the descent for higher recharge rates
(Figure 6a). The maximum airspeeds achievable during de-
cent for the aircraft must be reached whereby no further drag
can be accrued, therefore, the aircraft must begin extracting
energy during the upper turn. As outlined by Sachs et al. [3],
when describing the energy evolution of an aircraft perform-
ing DS in the inertial frame, the principal gain in energy is
at the top of the trajectory due to the change in orientation
of the ground speed vector. Applying extra drag force at the
top of the trajectory could be attributed to the fact that the po-
tential energy of the aircraft is high at this point, and with no
further power required to ascend or fly windward, the system
could afford to convert some of the energy into electricity.
The battery recharge rate (Pgen) for the Pnet = 32.4W and
Pnet = 21.6W cases reach their maximum during the de-
scent so, although a higher Dgen is applied during the upper
turn, a much higher airspeed is seen during descent (Figure
5a).

Figure 6a shows Dgen non-dimensionalised with respect
to the drag force required for powered straight and level
(S&L) flight for maximum endurance by the DT18. Dgen

ratios are between 60% and 120% of the S&L aerodynamic
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Figure 6: Time versus non-dimensionalised: a) regenerative
drag force. b) battery recharge rate.

drag force. Figure 6b gives the variation of Pgen with time
and has been non-dimensionalised with respect to the power
expenditure experienced during maximum endurance S&L
flight. The amount of regenerative power available for har-
vesting reaches levels close to the same amount of the power
required to fly S&L.

3.2 Closed-Loop Regenerative Dynamic Soaring

Figure 7: Closed-loop RDS trajectories for varying Pnet val-
ues.

The closed-loop RDS trajectories all followed the same
pattern, a recreation of the four DS flight phases which were
then mirrored and flown in the reverse direction to form a con-
tinual loop. Analyzing the 2D projections in Figure 7 shows

that there was a decrease in altitude, a shift upwind, and a
increase in the cross-wind displacement for the trajectories
with a higher Pnet. The orange arrow represents the refer-
ence wind height and the direction of the wind vector.

As opposed to the open-loop RDS power regeneration,
the closed-loop cases harvested no power during the leeward
descent; all of the power is regenerated during the upper turns
from windward to leeward direction. This could be due to
the fact that the aircraft needed to conserve its kinetic energy
from the descent to turn back into the wind and climb again
without any net displacement with the wind.

4 CONCLUSION

The investigation into the effects of increasing Pnet on
RDS flight trajectories showed that, for a higher Pnet, a
greater area for displacement was required. Furthermore,
for the open-loop RDS trajectories, power harvesting shifted
from only during flight descent for lower Pnet values, to also
occurring during the upper turn for higher Pnet values. On the
other hand, the closed-loop trajectories extracted power from
the wind only during the upper turns from windward flight
to leeward flight, and the trajectories experienced a general
flattening for higher levels of Pnet.

Future studies into RDS should focus on the inclusion of
thrust augmentation to test how a combined windmilling pro-
peller would affect the RDS flight trajectories. The model
should also be elaborated to investigate how the aerodynamic
performance of different windmilling propellers will affect
RDS performance, and further refinement of the wind pro-
files should be incorporated into RDS optimisations to repre-
sent the effects of obstacles and local unsteadiness.
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